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New Members
Pamela Lee - FT
Spencer Lee - FT

Current Clack
Well we are well underway on our
fights and season, but we are still
lacking a few key characters, so
bring potential members with that
drive and dedication to be part of
CWP, thanks to Rod for our newest
members (see above). Remember
you are all part of the PR team in
one fashion or another. Josh and
Laramie have returned as Swing
Shifters @ 25%, welcome back guys.
On another note we need a solid
full time indoor practice site for the
winter months. Much thanks to
Charles and Lenda, but they are
50% Swing shifters and are generally
there only half the time, they have
gone above and beyond the call of
duty to have the school open for us
more than they are supposed to be
present. CWP needs a full time spot
for the freezing winter months, so hit
the streets and see if we can get a
place that CWP can practice in
during the winter.
Remember we have the street
scene competition, due by the
beginning of March; they do need
to be typed and if you can send
them to me the better and we
(senior officers) are pretty sure we
know what the prize is (but we are
not telling yet). Also, yes it is here
we need your actor certifications in
two weeks (Feb. 15). Have fun, keep
in context and show what you have.
Now is the time to start saving your
pennies for our upcoming seasons

we will start looking at Hotels for the
shows we have listed in this
newsletter and we will start
collecting money for them in the
near future.
Remember our first
show this season is in March so be
ready because it will come by
quick. With the exception of the
March show you have at least five
months notice for June and eight
months for October so everyone in
Castle Wall now should be going to
the shows later in the season.
On that note I am very proud of all
of those people that I work with in
Castle Wall, starting with the senior
leadership team
without you I
would truly be crazy, the CWP
team leads if you did not do what
you do we would be naked, and
hurt and to all the members of
Castle Wall without you we would
not have a Castle Wall Productions
…so to all of you I give a huge and
heartfelt Thank You and a rousing…
HIP HIP HUZAH!
----------------------------------Eric Medved

The Real History
Having started as the Poor
Soldiers of Christ and the Temple
of Solomon they wer endorsed
by the church in 1129. They grew
in membership and in power and
were known by their white
tabards with red crosses, and
were some of the best soldiers of
the times. As the crusades ended
so did the need for the Templars.
In 1307 Friday 13th King Philip
ordered arrests torture and
death.
Pope
Clement
V
disbanded them in 1312. Thus the
reason that Friday 13th is
associated with bad luck.

From the Field
CWP goal is to put on the best
show possible, the way we are able
to do this is by the choices people
make. Castle wall would not be
anything if not for the people in it.
CWP is appreciative of the choices
you make to dedicate to CWP. You
sign a contract and in doing so you
have duties to perform. Show up
equal to your status FT, SS ( 25 %
50% 75%), AUX, or
EXT. Each
member on a team and be a
participant in that team. When you
are called on the phone tree
respond back and continue the
loop. At practice time use that time
to truly practice and get better in
you acting and fighting. These are
not choices these are duties based
on your choice to join. When you do
not fulfill your duties you leave
others in compromised positions.
Let us live up to the choice that we
all made and put on a kick ass
show and have fun while doing it.
------------------------------------------Badger

From the Anvil
At this time I would like to thank
everyone for all their help, and all
the work they have done, and a
special Thank You to the team
members for trying to meet this
month. I am sorry that it didn't
happen. All should thank Ryan for
the sanding job that he has done
on the staffs which should be ready
for staining and such by next
meeting. Next month we will meet
twice a month every other week
hence forth on Saturday Times will
be 2-5 PM (look at the calendar).
-----------------------------Dale VanCamp

Tailors Bench
We are still looking for a
permanent wardrobe and have not
yet assigned anyone but have a
few leads for a permanent solution.

-------------------------------CWP S.O.

Ring Time
The armor team has finished all
but the Viking chain. We have
started on she the and helmets and
you should start seeing armor at
practices to be followed by
helmets.
------------------------------------Judy Boren

Castle Custodians Closet
Well the props team has moved
maybe an inch forward as from the
last meet. With my past two meeting
canceled due to either people not
being able to show or a lack of
interest, I’ve come to a conclusion.
We need more volunteers, even if
your only there for one meet,
anything will help! We absolutely
need to stain the wood props, build
a few things and grab some new
props! Please come by! All it takes is
a call!
----------------------------------Bepi Medved

From the Heralds Horn
Once again we are actively
looking at a web master, and may
have found one, no further info on
that. Get out there and Recruit new
members!
-----------------------------------------------SO

Practice Pointers
Practice, practice, practice
you
must
acquire
good
practice habits and work your
full allotted time on you fights.
You need to know these moves
like you know how to walk.
Repetition is the best way to
remembering.
Continue
working on your moves over
and over even when “you
know them”. The quicker you
learn the basic moves the
quicker you will be able to
tweak your fight and be able
to spot the things that need to
change to make it the best.
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01, Sunday; Logan School, Practice 10:45AM – 3:15PM
07, Saturday; Medved House, Props Meet 1:00PM – 4:00PM
08, Sunday; Logan School, Practice 10:45AM – 3:15PM
08, Sunday; Logan School, Medical Meet 3:00AM – 3:30PM
13, Friday; Boren House, Armor Meet 7:00-9:00
14, Saturday; Medved House, Weapons Meet 2:00PM – 5:00PM
15, Sunday; Logan School, Practice 10:45AM - 3:15PM
16, Monday; Medved House, Motor Pool Meet 1:00 – 5:00PM
20, Friday; Medved House, Team Lead Meet 6:00PM – 7:00PM
21, Saturday; Medved House, Props Meet 1:00PM – 4:00PM
22, Sunday; Logan School, Practice 10:45AM - 3:15PM
22, Sunday; Logan School, Medical Meet 3:00PM – 3:30PM
27, Friday; Boren House, Armor Meet 7:00-9:00
28, Saturday; Medved House, Weapons Meet 2:00PM – 5:00PM

Village Posts
The meeting this month focused
on our Scheduling of specific events
and disseminating info on events
and shows. Today we celebrate
birthdays
for
December
and
January. Happy Birthday Day! From
here on out we should be on time.
And on our shows…
March13, 14, 15………………….OPUS
June 6, 7……………………………CMF
July 18, 19…………………………...ECF
Oct 3, 4……………………....Sioux City
We will be having more shows but
at this point that’s what’s on the
calendar.
--------------------------Veronica Medved

Leeches Ledger
We will be having our meetings
after every other practice from here
on out for the medical team, they
should last only 30 minutes. We will
be testing to keep people current
and to see their knowledge base
and work from there. We will be
having some fun exercises for the
team and the group as a whole the
upcoming months. Our goal is to be
prepares for the worst but expect
the best.
-----------------------------Jessica Medved

The Wagons Wheel
We started laying out the interior
of the box of the CWP truck. And
have the first three panels worth
started. Thanks to Keith and Badger
for their assistance. We will continue
next meeting and will be fixing the
drivers side window too.
----------------------------------Eric Medved

Behind the Scenes
We have a new member for
Support Team, and we are actively
perusing additional new members.
We will have a team meeting in
March, more details to come. You
the members of CWP need to
actively recruit for the support team
also (it will help in our set up and
tear down and will be less of a
burden).
---------------------------------------Lisa Engle

Contact Us
To be a part of Castle Wall, to
participate in, for info on CWP or this
newsletter, or to be put on the mailing
list contact: ERM, Deb or John on the
forum @ castlewallprod.com or call
them at the numbers listed below:
VP. Deb Colao @ (720)-982-7266
Pres. Eric Medved @ (720)-629-3642

